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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
•
•

•
•

•
•

A new proposal to provide a 30% investment tax credit (ITC) for existing nuclear
reactors would be harmful to taxpayers, ratepayers, and the climate.
Even assuming that the new tax credit would phase down slowly as currently proposed,
the expenditure over the coming decade comes to almost $23 billion, even using
optimistic assumptions for capital expenditures, fuel, and qualifying reactors. Using more
realistic assumptions about the cost of aging reactors, the 10-year cost to taxpayers is
likely to be over $26 billion.
As wind, solar, storage, and efficiency are “crowded out” by keeping uneconomical
reactors online with tax subsidies, the cost to regular ratepayers over the coming 20 years
is $33 billion.
A recent report from the Rhodium Group analyzes a potential investment tax credit for
existing nuclear reactors, but it vastly overstates the number of reactors likely to retire
soon, significantly understates the declining cost of renewables, and never analyzes the
tax losses from subsidies or the ratepayer impact of reliance on high-cost nuclear
reactors.
If carbon reduction is the ultimate concern, neither new nor existing nuclear reactors can
compete with wind and solar, factoring in the cost of carbon abatement.
Nuclear power is historically one of the largest beneficiaries of federal subsidies, a
largesse that has not fundamentally changed its economics or made it competitive with
renewables. Today, it is still the beneficiary of numerous advantages built into the tax
code, as well as favorable rules adopted by transmission organizations and utility
commissions.
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INTRODUCTION
There are valid reasons for the tax code to address our energy system. In a capitalist
market economy, tax policy is one of the primary instruments of industrial policy – i.e., policy
that is intended to guide the economy by stimulating specific investments and expansions of
specific sectors.1 With the hottest summer on record and growing concern about climate change,
2019 has witnessed a particularly vigorous debate about what tax subsidies should be used to
advance the goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Specifically, Congress is preparing to
consider a package of energy tax proposals known collectively as the tax extenders.
Under intense lobbying pressure, major policies frequently do not get the full vetting they
deserve (numerous hearings and debate among the members of Congress). Private conversations
may get half-baked ideas into legislation at the committee stage, and it is difficult to get them
out. One topic potentially getting this treatment is the question of large subsidies to keep aging
nuclear reactors online because they are low emitters of carbon, the most prominent greenhouse
gas.
Under consideration as a possible energy tax extender is a bill circulating in both the
House and Senate known as the Nuclear Powers America Act. It would subsidize existing
reactors with a new investment tax credit (ITC) worth 30% of annual capital expenditures and
fuel costs from the present through 2023. It would phase down to 26% in 2024, 22% in 2025,
and 10% permanently thereafter. The cost of this proposal to taxpayers, ratepayers, and the
climate is considerable.
Although Congress seems disinclined to consider the implications of this proposal,
fortunately, there is a great deal of outside analysis to shed light on this question. Once the light
is shined, the policy of massive subsidies for existing reactors shrivels and dies.
A DESPERATE ATTEMPT TO BUY A FUTURE NUCLEAR POWER HAS NOT EARNED AND
DOES NOT DESERVE
A good place to start exposing how bad subsidies for nuclear reactors would be is a
recent Bloomberg article headlined “Nuclear Called Irrelevant in Climate Fight Without Lower
Costs.”2 While this headline may be eye-catching, my economic analysis over the past decade
suggests it is far too timid.
In order to address which resources should be used to build the response to climate
change, I have argued that policymakers must examine future cost trends and compare them to
the history of past cost developments.3 Looking at nuclear power as the quintessential central
station resource, compared to alternatives like efficiency, wind, and solar, that operate in an
intensely managed, flexible, and dynamic grid, the conclusion about nuclear power should
actually be much stronger. Nuclear has no place in a least-cost, low-carbon future.
Subsidizing existing reactors that are uneconomic to prevent them from shutting down
steadily over the next few decades, instead of speeding up the transformation of the electricity
grid to lower-cost alternatives, not only imposes excess near-term costs on taxpayers and
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ratepayers but will also delay the transition away from central-station facilities (coal, gas, and
nuclear) and, above all, raise the long-term cost of a low-carbon sector.4
Ultimately, as a U.N. analyst quoted in the Bloomberg article put it, “The trouble is that
about two-thirds of those units are operating in industrial economies and are approaching the end
of their lives … Few private investors are willing to go it alone given the large costs.”5 At the
current cost of building large central-station reactors, replacing two-thirds of U.S. reactors would
impose excess costs – costs above the price of alternatives in the market – of over $750 billion.6
The economy simply cannot afford to waste that huge sum.
Subsidies for nuclear power violate two fundamental principles of market economics and
analysis, each with corollaries.7
(1) Sunk costs are irrelevant. It is future, marginal costs that should provide the basis for asset
selection.
1(a) Trends from the recent past are the best basis on which to project the near future.
1(b) Over the past two decades, 95% of the low-carbon resources added to the grid have
been renewables and efficiency.
(2) If you pay too much for something, you are likely to buy less of it. At present, aging reactors
cost twice as much as new renewables and efficiency. New reactors are four to five times as
costly. Indeed, renewables are not only competitive with the average nuclear reactor today, they
are also competitive with coal and gas. They will gain a larger advantage as their costs fall, as the
benefits of a dynamic, integrated 21st-century electricity grid are realized, and as the cost of the
aging reactor fleet rises.
2(a) Subsidize the future, not the past – i.e., subsidize technologies that hold the promise
of meeting goals (increased consumption, decarbonization, least cost) if you must subsidize
something.
2(b) If you are in a hole, stop digging and think about how to climb out.
Since nuclear power has always been subsidized and there is no reason to believe that it
will ever be able to compete with the alternatives, the only way to get reactors online and keep
them online is nuclear socialism.8 From the very beginning of the industry, costs that investors
refused to bear (liability for accidents, management and storage of waste, overall construction
and operating costs), have been subsidized by taxpayers and/or ratepayers. The current push for
tax subsidies is nothing new, a search for yet another subsidy led by an uncompetitive and
declining industry.
Since that is the history, the only legitimate question is, why stop now, why not increase
subsidies to nuclear power instead of allowing uneconomic plants to retire? The answer is
straightforward: Nuclear has failed for over 50 years to control its costs, even with help from
massive subsidies, and alternatives are available to reduce greenhouse gas emissions at a much
2

lower cost. However, the alternatives need to penetrate the supply side as quickly as possible,
while utilities and grid operators build the physical and institutional infrastructure to manage the
21st-century electricity system.
The continued operation of nuclear reactors, with their huge, inflexible quantities of
“must-run” generation, gets in the way. Nuclear advocates are pushing subsidies now precisely
because they have become so uneconomic, they are beginning to retire, and there is no chance
they will ever be able to compete. By keeping reactors online in the near term, the industry
crowds out the alternatives, as nuclear power has always done.
Unfortunately, bad economic analysis of nuclear power can enable bad policy outcomes.
This paper looks at the push by nuclear utilities for new tax subsidies from three points of view.
First, it considers the consequences of including an ITC for existing reactors as a tax
extender. It estimates the cost to ratepayers and taxpayers over the short, medium, and long term.
Second, it considers the analysis offered by others, such as the Rhodium Group, who try
to be a bit more evenhanded, laying out a series of options to reduce carbon emissions but
without realistically considering the potential contributions of the alternatives or the costs
involved.
Third, it examines the historical legacy of nuclear subsidies and critically interrogates the
mistaken idea that energy policy should aim for “parity” between different sources.
TWO FUNDAMENTAL TRENDS MUST FRAME THE ANALYSIS
The Current and Future Cost of Resources
Figure 1 presents the most important economic trend: the cost of resources that can meet
the need for electricity in a low-carbon future.
I have long used Lazard’s cost estimate as the anchor point for my analysis for a number
of reasons: 9
1. From the outset, Lazard’s analysis included efficiency.
2. Lazard’s was among the first of the comprehensive analyses to note the strong downward
trend in the cost of solar and to begin arguing that solar was cost-competitive for peak
power in some major markets.
3. The analysis always included estimates for coal with carbon capture and storage, and it
later added an estimate for the cost of natural gas with carbon capture and storage.
4. The more recent analysis adds two important storage technologies: 1) utility-scale solar
with storage and 2) utility-scale battery storage. It also presents a cost trend for storage
that is similar to the trends from other renewable and distributed sources.
5. The analysis always included natural gas peaking capacity costs and, in a recent analysis,
added a cross-national comparison of peaking technologies that might displace gas as the
peaker resource.
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6. The cost of nuclear has been adjusted to reflect the severe cost overruns suffered by the
actual construction of reactors in the U.S., although the most recent analysis does not fully
reflect the actual costs.
7. The analysis now includes a cost of carbon abatement.
8. Lazard is also useful because it gives both current costs and, in some cases, future trends.
Moreover, with annual estimates over a dozen years, one can construct recent cost trends.
FIGURE 1: A RENEWABLE REVOLUTION: ALTERNATIVES VS. CENTRAL-STATION COSTS10
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Because the electricity systems require the continuous management of resources,
resource acquisition in the near term is necessary. The compatibility/conflict between the
economics of near-term and long-term resource acquisition is an important consideration. If there
is a conflict, choosing resources becomes more difficult. In this instance, that is not the case.
Although Lazard estimates current or near-term costs, this data makes an important point for the
analysis of decarbonization. Three important resources – efficiency, wind, and utility-scale solar
– are cost competitive now with the dominant central-station fossil fuels (natural gas and coal).
These three resources account for the vast majority of resources needed to eliminate fossil fuels
in the long term. Under an assumption of more-aggressive utilization of efficiency (that our
review supports later in this analysis), these three resources reach almost three-quarters of the
total need.
They are also less than half the cost of new nuclear reactors or fossil fuels with carbon
capture and are widely available. Thus, based on current costs, the renewable resources that are
the cornerstone of the 100% renewable scenarios should be the resources chosen today.11 There
is no conflict between the assets that are preferable in the short term and the long term. Any
uncertainty about the timing (decades from now) and final high level (80-100%) of reliance on
4

these renewables is far off and should be given little weight in current decision-making, because
the course for at least the next several decades is clear. The short- and medium-term view
strongly favors the alternatives, and the long-term view is consistent with these choices,
particularly when nuclear is the other option.
A second set of important trends to consider is shown in Figure 2. The tax subsidy
involves having federal taxpayers underwrite the fuel and operating costs of nuclear reactors.
The Nuclear Energy Institute has published data that shows a dramatic decline in operating costs.
There are two problems with this data set. First, it is incomplete. Second, the steep decline in
costs is associated with the retirement of reactors. Given that these were the most costly to
operate, one would have expected the industry average to decline as they were retired. In fact,
the purpose of the subsidy is to keep aging, uneconomic reactors online. Therefore, the cost trend
tells us nothing about the impact of the tax subsidy.
Since we do not know the specific operating costs of the retired reactors, a secret the
utilities guard closely, we have run a regression equation to estimate the impact of the
retirements on costs, which is shown in the upper graph of Figure 2. The effect is shown in the
middle graph of Figure 2. The upper graph shows that there is a strong, negative correlation
between reactor retirements and costs. The middle graph of Figure 2 shows the cost trends when
the impact of aging reactor retirements is taken into account. The lower graph of Figure 2 shows
the levels of cost used in this analysis. The operating costs for the optimistic cost level of the tax
subsidy analysis is set at the most recent level, but a realistic level is approximately one-third
higher. The lower graph shows two estimates – one optimistic, one realistic –for the total
operating costs of reactors. These will be used below to conduct an analysis of the cost of carbon
reductions by various resources.
THE COST OF NUCLEAR SUBSIDIES
The Taxpayer Cost of Subsidies
First, I estimate the tax loss associated with the proposed creation of a new ITC for
existing reactors. I assume 90% of reactors will claim the subsidy, which is feasible and in their
economic interest, but it could be higher. I assume no cost escalation and no expenditure
acceleration. Both of these are quite conservative, as history has shown escalation, and they
would have an economic interest in accelerating capital expenditures to capture the higher rate of
subsidy. Tax provisions are usually evaluated over a 10-year time frame, which is shown on the
graph.
As shown in Figure 3, using the tax code, the current proposal to subsidize nuclear
operating costs will cost taxpayers about $23 billion over the next ten years (the time frame used
to score tax losses). However, that is only the tip of the iceberg. As proposed, the tax credit
would remain permanent at a lower rate of 10% after 2026, adding billions more to the direct
costs. The 20-year tax subsidy would be in the range of $34 billion. But even these estimates
reflect the more optimistic cost scenario. Using more-realistic assumptions about the cost of
aging reactors, I project the 10-year and 20-year direct costs in tax revenue to be even higher at
$26 billion and $39 billion, respectively.
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FIGURE 2: IMPACT OF RETIREMENTS ON COSTS12
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FIGURE 3: CUMULATIVE COST OF SUBSIDIES: TAXPAYER AND RATEPAYER BURDENS13
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Nuclear advocates frequently argue that existing nuclear reactors account for 60% of
current, U.S. low-carbon electricity resources. However, economic analysis should focus on
forward-looking costs, not sunk costs. In fact, over the last 20 years, 95% of low-carbon
electricity resources have come from alternatives, like wind and solar. In the past 20 years, no
nuclear reactors have been brought online in the U.S. The only reactor that might be completed
in the next decade has a price tag that is over three times the cost of alternatives.
Taxpayers are not the only ones who bear the burden of subsidizing uneconomic reactors
to stay online. The analysis parallels my recent analysis in New York.14
The technology of alternatives has progressed to the point where the full cost for the main
alternatives – efficiency, wind, and solar (utility-scale PV) – are now below coal and nuclear.
Subsidizing nuclear keeps reactors online and crowds out the alternatives. It slows the transition
to the electricity grid based on low-carbon distributed resources. In the near term, reactors that
should have been retired or whose output should have been reduced keep running. I model this
impact assuming one reactor (about 1 GW of capacity) would have been retired but, due to the
subsidy, was not. I assume, conservatively, that the cost of these oldest, most-expensive reactors
is $3/MWh higher than the average. Keeping these reactors online for 10years costs ratepayers
$16.5 billion.
In the New York analysis, I argued that crowding out (i.e., suppressing demand for and
delaying the supply of alternatives) would shrink the market for alternatives and slow the
transition to a system that they dominate. This has been the historic impact. Nuclear advocates
will argue that the electricity sector is not ready to transition and still needs them. To the extent
that this argument seems plausible to policymakers, this would not reflect the superior economics
of nuclear, it would be a result of the bad policy of subsidizing uneconomic reactors. I assume
that it takes 10 years to reverse this impact. Thus, the cost would be another $16.5 billion for a
total of $33 billion.
One final note on the issue of disruption of the transition and decarbonization of the
electricity sector is in order. As noted, nuclear power needs a 20th-century grid that relies on
generation that follows load with huge, must-run reactors. When push came to shove, the nuclear
industry supported subsidies for coal plants when the Trump administration proposed them in
2017.15 Thus, nuclear power demonstrated that, whatever accidental role they had played in
reducing carbon emissions was secondary to their desire to preserve the old system, which means
undermining the low-carbon alternatives. If you keep a 20th-centurysystem that forces
policymakers to choose between coal and nuclear, you must choose nuclear. If you allow a 21stcentury system to grow rapidly, you can choose neither coal nor nuclear and build a system
based on low-carbon, cleaner, and less-costly alternatives.
If economics decides the fate of nuclear power, as it should, every exiting reactor will be
replaced by alternative sources over the course of the 21st century. Simply put, nuclear power has
no role to play in the long-term future of a low-carbon electricity sector. Subsidizing nuclear
reactors delays their replacement and slows the transition to a low-carbon sector. It is bad policy
in the short, medium, and long terms.
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COST OF CARBON ABATEMENT AND OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
A few years ago, Lazard began calculating the value of carbon abatement compared to
conventional coal and gas. Figure 4 is based on Lazard’s most recent calculations. Positive
values indicate that the low-carbon resource costs less than the high-carbon resource being
replaced. That is, using these resources is a win-win, lowering costs and reducing carbon
emissions. Negative values indicate the low-carbon source is more costly than the resource being
replaced, so there is an additional cost incurred to reduce carbon.
This analysis uses a cost of alternatives of $32.5/MWh for onshore wind ($29) and utility
solar ($36). Lazard did not include efficiency, but in the past he has shown it in a range of $0$50, with a midpoint of $25. For the purpose of comparing the cost of carbon abatement, I use
$32/MWh for the main alternatives (efficiency, wind, and solar). Given cost trends and the
ability to tap significant efficiency, the assumption of a cost of $32/MWh for the alternatives is
very cautious.
Figure 4 shows the output of the analysis of the cost of carbon. The obvious conclusion is
that new nuclear reactors are an extremely costly way to reduce carbon emissions. Even aging
reactors are more costly that the alternatives. In the short term, the advantage of the alternatives
is between 25% (optimistic aging reactors) and 50% (realistic aging reactors). Taking cost rends
into account (declining cost of supply-side renewables, rising cost of aging reactors), the
advantage of the alternatives would grow to the range of 50-75% by the end of the next decade.
For the mid- and long term, when policy must confront the problem of replacing the aging
reactors, the nuclear cost becomes unbearable. It amounts to excess costs per ton of carbon
reduction of between about $100/per ton compared to the alternatives compared to coal and
$200/ton compared to gas. This is the sum of the benefit of the alternatives, which are less costly
than fossil fuels, and the cost of nuclear, which is more costly than fossil fuels. The comparisons
with gas are higher, because gas is less carbon intensive.
Lazard also assumes that nuclear, wind, and solar are all zero-carbon resources. They are
not, as shown in Table 1. Every resource has a carbon footprint, with nuclear being almost six
times as great as wind and 25% more than solar. Analysis of building retrofits shows that this is
the only resource that is actually close to zero (less than a quarter of wind). This difference is
applied to the efficiency cost estimate only. Table 1 makes another important policy point:
Nuclear power has much larger impacts that the alternatives in terms of other pollutants, water,
and accidents.
ALL-OF-THE-ABOVE STRATEGIES CANNOT WORK AND ARE NOT NECESSARY
For some analysts, an “all-of-the-above” strategy seems to be evenhanded and balanced.
There are three problems with that approach.
First, we did not arrive at the current electricity structure with an “all-of-the-above,”
evenhanded policy. We got here with a set of policies that were heavily biased in favor of
central-station facilities, so shifting to an “all-of the -above” strategy now is heavily biased in
favor of the dominant incumbents. I will deal with that issue in the discussion of subsidies below.
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FIGURE 4: THE COST OF CARBON ABATEMENT16
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TABLE 1: ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVE RESOURCES17
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Second, the “all-of-the-above” strategy simply will not work, because it mixes elements
of two different approaches that are incompatible. The central-station facilities cannot behave in
a manner that is consistent with the distributed-alternative system. When the central-station
facilities occupy the space, they squeeze out the alternatives. Amory Lovins had earlier
elaborated on the deep-seated sources of conflict between nuclear power and the alternatives,
making it clear that a truce that tries to accommodate both sides is neither very likely, nor good
policy.
“All of the above” scenarios are … undesirable for several reasons…. First, central thermal plants
are too inflexible to play well with variable renewables, and their market prices and profits drop as
renewables gain market share. Second, if resources can compete fairly at all scales, some and
perhaps much of the transmission built for a centralized vision of the future grid could quickly
become superfluous. Third, big, slow, lumpy costly investments can erode utilities’ and other
provider’s financial stability, while small, fast, granular investments can enhance it. Competition
between those two kinds of investments can turn people trying to recover the former investments
into foes of the latter – and threaten big-plant owners’ financial stability. Fourth, renewable, and
especially distributed renewable, futures require very different regulatory structures and business
models. Finally, supply costs aren’t independent of the scale of deployment, so PV systems
installed in Germany in 2010 cost about 56–67% less than comparable U.S. systems, despite
access to the same modules and other technologies at the same global prices.18

Third, as discussed in the remainder of this section, an “all-of-the-above” strategy is not
necessary. The consumer and national interest are much better served by an aggressive embrace
of the alternative approach.
Misleading Policy Choices
In its September 2019 analysis entitled “Can Tax Credits Tackle Climate,” the Rhodium
Group puts policy choices on the table but fails to properly analyze them. Under the proposition
that the recent past is the best predictor of the near future, they vastly underestimate what wind
and solar can do and vastly overestimate how many nuclear reactors will shut down. The top
graph in Figure 5 shows that the Rhodium Group has vastly overestimated the number of
reactors that are likely to retire over the decade. The middle graph in Figure 5 shows that wind
and solar are capable of a much faster growth rate than reflected in the Rhodium analysis. The
bottom graph adds in a big game-changer for alternatives: storage.
The announced retirements for the 2020s fit the nuclear trend line, so there is no doubt
that wind and solar can, and almost certainly will, offset those losses, while making a great deal
of additional capacity available. Even adjusting for load factors, which are improving
dramatically due to better technology and combination with storage, wind and solar can more
than offset the loss of nuclear.
At a 30% load factor, wind and solar replace nuclear (at 90% load factor) and add another
50GW of low-carbon resources. Adding in storage, which pushes the renewable load factor to
50%, shows an even greater effect. Renewables with storage bring over 2.5 times as much
capacity online as current nuclear. As shown in Figure 6, the contribution of efficiency can be
substantial, equal to a large part of the nuclear fleet. This does not include any increase in
efficiency or the benefits of reduced need for capacity in a dynamic grid (a benefit that is
routinely put at 17%).19
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FIGURE 5: RECENT AND PROJECTED NUCLEAR, WIND, AND SOLAR CAPACITY20
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FIGURE 6: PAST AND POTENTIAL FUTURE PRIMARY ENERGY SAVING FROM EFFICIENCY21
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SUFFICIENCY OF THE ALTERNATIVES
There is an ongoing debate about whether renewables can reach 100% of projected load,
but that ignores the immediate question of how to get to the future. To assess the opportunity to
meet the need for low-carbon alternatives with renewables, we begin with the present and work
to the future. Resources must be added in the present to replace aging facilities and retire
polluting sources. I have argued that the key principle for making decisions under this type of
uncertainty is to move in the right direction in the present.
Meeting short- and long-term needs
The analysis generally proceeds at two levels. First, as shown in top Figure 7, we see
comparisons of how other states and nations are doing in the effort to deploy clean, low carbon
alternatives. The upper graph highlights the fact that New York and Illinois, the two states that
have offered nuclear bailouts, have had a mediocre performance, at best. At least two large
states with large industrial economies have achieved much higher levels of contribution from
efficiency and non-hydro renewables. Other advanced industrial nations have achieved even
higher levels of contribution from renewables. States and nations have achieved eight times the
contribution of non-hydro renewables to their generation needs as New York and Illinois. In
New York, combining this level of non-hydro renewables with its large base of hydro would
bring the state to its 2030 goal. Relying on the market in the near term should be preferred
because it allows for a smoother transition, in addition to reinforcing the overall market
framework.
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FIGURE 7: AVAILABILITY OF ALTERNATIVE RESOURCES22
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The lower graph of Figure 7 addresses the crowding out question. The non-nuclear states
have achieved over 2.5 times the level of non-hydro renewables. It also shows that there is little
difference between the states with more and less nuclear power. The average nuclear state has
10% renewables and 29% nuclear. The non-nuclear states have 26% non-renewables. If we
exclude for coal-dominant states (West Virginia, Kentucky, North Dakota, and Wyoming), the
average jump is over 29%. The observation that renewables can replace central-station is
consistent with past practice, not to mention future trends. This analysis does not take efficiency
into account.
Perspective on the national potential can be gained by examining EPA’s Clean Power
Plan. It embodied moderate targets laid out by the EPA. While the reduction of carbon emissions
that results from the combination of the base case trends and the policy case in the EPA analysis
is impressive, it is well below what the literature deems economic and achievable for efficiency
and renewables. According to the CITI projection of base-case growth, which includes only
existing state RPS programs, at least 60% more could be achieved with renewables. Two-fifths
of the states have yet to adopt RPS programs, so it is reasonable to assume that a policy case in
which the remaining states sought to increase renewable energy to roughly the same level as the
RPS states would nearly double renewables.
Moreover, the contribution of efficiency could also be double the EPA assumption, based
on the estimates of the national experts. For both renewables and efficiency, the projected costs
are competitive with the current cost of natural gas, so these carbon reductions impose very little
increase in the cost of electricity. The aging reactors can be readily offset by the other lowcarbon sources.
SUBSIDIZE THE FUTURE, NOT THE PAST
As discussed above, nuclear power comes up short compared to the alternatives on every
dimension of economics and environmental impacts and has failed to make the case that an
electricity sector based on the alternatives cannot be sufficiently reliable. I have shown at the
national and local levels that it also fares poorly in jobs analysis.23
The Failure of Nuclear Power to Deliver on its Promises
One last claim the industry makes is that the alternatives are unfairly being subsidized.
While the nuclear industry complains about the subsidies that are bringing renewables into the
market today and resists programs to promote energy efficiency, analysis of the historical pattern
demonstrates that the cumulative value of federal subsidies for nuclear power dwarfs the value of
subsidies for renewables and efficiency.24 Renewables are in the early stage of development, as
shown in Figure 8. Nuclear received much larger subsidies in its developmental stage and
enjoyed truly massive subsidies since its inception, compared to other resources as it grew.
The graph calculates the rate of growth in subsidies that would be necessary to bring
renewables into parity with the early rate of growth in subsidies enjoyed by central-station
resources. Renewables are more than a dozen years behind the central-station resources, but
given the importance of inertia, parity may not be enough to overcome the advantages of
incumbency. There can be debate about the current level of subsidies, particularly given the
15

difficulty of valuing the nuclear insurance and waste subsidies which are existential rather than
material (i.e., without the socialization of liability and waste disposal, the industry would not
exist). However, there is no doubt that the long-term subsidization of nuclear power vastly
exceeds the subsidization of renewables and efficiency by an order of magnitude of 10 to 1.25
FIGURE 8: FEDERAL SUBSIDIES FOR INFANT ENERGY INDUSTRIES AND BEYOND26
Nuclear

Renewables

The dramatic increase in innovative activity despite relatively low levels of R&D subsidy
and much lower cumulative subsidization reflects the decentralized nature of innovation in the
renewable space. It leads to the dramatic payoff in terms of declining price. As we have seen,
wind had the earlier success, and solar is now catching up.27 Nuclear power has failed to show
these results, because it lacks the necessary characteristics. The nature of the renewable
technologies involved affords the opportunity for a great deal of real-world development and
demonstration work before they are deployed on a wide scale. This is the antithesis of past
nuclear development. The alternatives are moving rapidly along their learning curves, which can
be explained by the fact that these technologies actually possess the characteristics that stimulate
innovation and allow for the capture of economies of mass production. They involve the
production of large numbers of units under conditions of competition. Nuclear power involves an
extremely small number of units from a very small number of firms, with the monopoly model
offered as the best approach.
The above discussion of subsidies focuses on long-term patterns of subsidies and
underscores the point that much more was invested in nuclear and fossil fuels. This should not be
taken to mean that there are no current subsidies enjoyed by nuclear power. In fact, while
advocates for nuclear power point to specific subsidies for renewables – production and
investment tax credits – there are at least half a dozen policies embedded in current practices that
nuclear enjoys.
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Continuing Subsidies
Keeping in mind the principle that sunk cost should not matter but future, marginal costs
are paramount, one might argue that the past nuclear subsidies should not matter. That
suggestion is incorrect for three reasons.
As shown in Figure 1, above, nuclear has failed to deliver on its price promises. The
alternatives have performed much better and hold much greater promise. Further, as shown in
Figure 8, it is also clear that with a much smaller level of subsidy to drive innovation and
economies of scale, the renewables have achieved dramatically declining costs in a little over a
decade, which is exactly the economic process that has eluded the nuclear industry for half a
century. Figure 9 captures the essence of the subsidy issue by juxtaposing the magnitude and
timing of subsidies and the extent of innovation, as measured by patents issued. The ultimate
irony is that despite much smaller subsidies to drive innovation and economies of scale,
renewables have achieved dramatically declining costs in just over half a decade.
FIGURE 9: INNOVATION AND PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR R&D28

The decision to shift subsidies to the alternatives should have nothing to do with fairness;
however, it should be based on the likely payoff of the investment. Analyses of past subsidies
globally and in the United States make it clear that renewables are a much better bet29 even
though the estimates do not include the very large implicit subsidies nuclear enjoys from the
socialization of the cost of risk and waste management.30
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Current Subsidies
Current subsidies enjoyed by nuclear power are massive. These include the socialization
of risk and waste management costs, now under court order to be paid by the Department of
Energy to nuclear reactor owners for the failure to provide nuclear waste disposal, because no
such safe waste repository exists or may ever exist. Tax treatment of capital expenditures,
capacity payments from RTOs/ISO, high system burdens due to the risk of large outages and the
inflexibility of nuclear, which requires higher reserve margins, are all subsidies. Nuclear power
is favored by the tax code treatment of capital, which is a very large cost.31
Nuclear and other centralized resources also get a pass in the treatment of system costs.
They have their system costs “socialized” and recovered from ratepayers, while system costs are
imposed directly on developers of alternative resources. Lovins describes this bias in detail.
Specifically, variable renewables’ grid balancing costs are generally borne by
their developers or owners and are usually <$5/MWh, nearly always <$10. Yet
coal and nuclear plants impose analogous costs on the system without being
charged for them, at least outside ERCOT. Instead, the grid-balancing costs of
managing the intermittence (forced outages) of central thermal plants – reserve
margin, spinning reserve, cycling costs, part-load penalties – are traditionally
socialized, treated as “inevitable system costs,” and hardly ever analyzed.
This asymmetry appears to favor fossil-fueled and nuclear plants, because their
balancing costs, emerging evidence suggests, may be severalfold greater than
those of a well-designed and −run portfolio of PV and wind resources.
Conversely, variable renewables may need less backup (or storage) than utilities
have already bought to manage the intermittence of their big thermal plants. (For
example: Utilities have found that high wind fractions can be firmed by fueled
generators ≤5% of wind capacity – severalfold below classical ∼15-20% reserve
margins for thermal-dominated systems. Unbundled ERCOT ancillary services
market price data confirm that wind’s reserve costs per MWh are about half those
of thermal generation. NREL’s models confirm for the western U.S. that central
thermal plants cost more to integrate than variable renewables.32

Conclusion
The nuclear industry is undeserving of another bailout. Creating a new investment tax credit for existing
reactors would result is serious direct and indirect consequences for taxpayers, ratepayers, and the
climate. Congress should embrace a least-cost vision of our future sustainable energy economy. By
definition, that means excluding new subsidies for existing reactors – both from the energy tax
extenders and from any future tax legislation.
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